Context counts: a qualitative study exploring the interplay between context and implementation success
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Abstract

Purpose – Implementing change in healthcare is difficult to accomplish due to the unpredictability associated with challenging the status quo. Adapting the intervention/practice/program being implemented to better fit the complex context is an important aspect of implementation success. Despite the acknowledged influence of context, the concept continues to receive insufficient attention at the team-level within implementation research. Using two heterogeneous multidisciplinary healthcare teams as implementation case studies, this study evaluates the interplay between context and implementation and highlights the ways in which context influences the introduction of a collective leadership intervention in routine practice.

Design/methodology/approach – The multiple case study design adopted, employed a triangulation of qualitative research methods which involved observation (Case A = 16 h, Case B = 15 h) and interview data (Case A = 13 participants, Case B = 12 participants). Using an inductive approach, an in-depth thematic analysis of the data outlined the relationship between team-level contextual factors and implementation success.

Findings – Themes are presented under the headings: (1) adapting to the everyday realities, a key determinant for implementation success and (2) implementation stimulating change in context. The findings demonstrate a dynamic relationship between context and implementation. The challenges of engaging busy healthcare professionals emphasised that mapping the contextual complexity of a site and adapting implementation accordingly is essential to enhance the likelihood of successful implementation. However, implementation also altered the surrounding context, stimulating changes within both teams.

Originality/value – By exposing the reciprocal relationship between team-level contextual factors and implementation, this research supports the improved design of implementation strategies through better
understanding the interplay and mutual evolution of evidence-based healthcare interventions within different contexts.
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**Introduction**

Healthcare is not static. Change is a “pervasive and persistent” norm for healthcare staff who must continuously respond to technological advancements, changing disease patterns and new treatment discoveries to provide optimal patient care (Hammer and Champy, 1993, p. 23; Nilsen et al., 2019). However, successful intentional change is difficult to accomplish (Burnes, 2004). The extant literature suggests that two-thirds of change projects fail (Beer and Nohria, 2000; Burnes, 2004) and that only 50–60% of care in the past decade aligned with the best available evidence (Braithwaite, 2018). A “one size fits all” approach to implementing change has been associated with this failure, as the priorities of staff and the unique characteristics of settings are overlooked (Dopson and Fitzgerald, 2005; Bauer et al., 2015; Braithwaite et al., 2018). Therefore, while best practices are intended to apply to all healthcare organisations, accounting for the everyday contextual realities of each setting is necessary to enable the adaptions required to optimise the uptake of change in routine practice (Berta and Baker, 2004).

Although some researchers have previously observed context as nuisance variance to be eliminated, context represents the normal conditions of practice that shape a healthcare team’s capacity to implement change (May et al., 2016). Rogers et al. (2020a) define context as “...a multi-dimensional construct encompassing micro, meso, and macro level determinants that are pre-existing, dynamic, and emergent throughout the implementation process”. These complex determinants include factors such as culture and leadership which are emerging as influential in the field of implementation science (Brownson et al., 2012). The unpredictability of healthcare settings and the diverse values that exist among team members means that organisations, teams and individuals can respond differently to an intervention (i.e. the prescribed change), and this response usually evolves with time as implementation progresses (Gadolin and Andersson, 2017; Pfadenhauer et al., 2017). Therefore, meaningful improvement occurs idiosyncratically and locally (Braithwaite, 2018). Without recognising the variations between contexts (e.g. the norms of those expected to adopt the envisioned change), an implementation effort will likely encounter resistance and subsequently fail (Braithwaite, 2018; Churruca et al., 2019). Implementation incorporates strategies and processes. Implementation strategies are cited as influential for improving the uptake of change in routine practice (Proctor et al., 2013). Mazza et al. (2013) define implementation strategies as a “purposeful procedure to achieve clinical practice compliance” with an intervention (e.g. incentivising the adoption of the intervention). However, researchers often fail to consider the contextual appropriateness of their predefined strategies and adopt a “kitchen sink” approach (i.e. deploying multiple different strategies) or a standardised “one-size-fits-all” solution (Harvey and Kitson, 2015; Rycroft-Malone, 2015). Implementation processes are the complex, multi-level, activities performed to improve the integration of the intervention in practice (Pfadenhauer et al., 2017). These efforts are non-linear and involve multiple actions, refinements, re-evaluations and expansions (e.g. engaging diverse stakeholders and adapting the selected implementation strategy accordingly) (Damschroder et al., 2009). While this study primarily focuses on context and implementation processes, the learning that emerges from this research impacts the development of future implementation strategies. Therefore, all three concepts are used throughout this paper.

While researchers recognise that intervention effectiveness is influenced by its implementation in a specific context, the boundaries between context and implementation
are indistinct (Van Herck et al., 2010; Wells et al., 2012; Rogers et al., 2020a). Despite the active influence of context on intervention effectiveness and implementation success, researchers remain primarily concerned with implementation (e.g. the development of implementation strategies), while context continues to receive insufficient attention within implementation research (Pfadenhauer et al., 2017). The interplay between context and implementation processes is unclear with a limited understanding as to how these concepts interact to influence change (Dryden-Palmer et al., 2020). This research responds to these findings by evaluating the interplay between context and implementation success and highlights the ways in which context influences the introduction of change in healthcare practice. While context is a multifaceted concept incorporating multiple levels of the health system, this research focuses primarily on team-level contextual factors as these features have been overlooked in previous implementation research (Rogers et al., 2020a). Therefore, context in this research refers to the existing conditions in which healthcare teams operate. However, due to the interdependent relationship between system components, this research also acknowledges the influence of contextual factors at other levels of the health system (i.e. individual, organisational, system) which interact and influence team-level contextual determinants.

Methods

Study background

This paper examined the active role of context during the implementation of a team-based collective leadership intervention. From this point forward, throughout the paper this collective leadership intervention will be referred to as “the intervention”. This educational intervention aimed to improve the collective leadership competencies of healthcare teams (McAuliffe et al., 2017). Over a one-year period, four diverse multidisciplinary teams (MDTs) piloted the intervention within the Irish health system. This intervention comprises of eight one-hour team sessions that focus on collective leadership for team performance and safety culture (Ward et al., 2018; Co-Lead, 2019). The intervention comprises of six foundational components that are compulsory for each team to complete and an additional 13 targeted interventions which teams can select based on their perceived needs and team priorities. These one-hour team sessions explore topics such as goal setting and role clarity (Co-Lead, 2019). By enabling team members to meet regularly and work through structured sessions that support individual and team learning, the intervention aims to enhance the practice of collective leadership in teams. Appendix 1 provides a reflexive account, detailing researcher characteristics and potential biases.

Study design

Due to the complexity associated with the concepts of interest (i.e. context and implementation) and the study’s aim to generate contextually detailed knowledge relating to implementation, this research adopted a multiple case study design (Luck et al., 2006). A multiple case study describes the assessment of a contemporary phenomenon in two or more real-world settings (Yin, 2003; Stake, 2005; Thomas, 2016). This approach enabled the researchers to preserve the meaningful characteristics of each team in their real-world environments, supported rich data collection, and allowed the ways in which context and implementation influence one another to be compared across sites (Yin, 2003; Stake, 2006; Merriam, 2009; Creswell, 2014; Harrison et al., 2017). In this research, the case study unit was defined as the implementation of the intervention in one MDT. Aligned with Yin’s (2003, p. 85) interpretation of a “good case study”, the study employed a triangulation of qualitative research methods. Employing a variety of data sources
enabled converging and contrasting lines of inquiry to be evaluated which increased the trustworthiness of the results (Lincoln and Guba, 1985; Wells, 1987; Yin, 2003). Observation and interview data assisted with determining “what goes on” in each team, while also eliciting insider descriptions and conceptualisations of the context (Green and Thorogood, 2014, p. 157).

**Study sample**

To enable an in-depth analysis of context, two of the four multidisciplinary healthcare teams introducing the intervention were chosen as implementation case studies (Table 1). These teams differed in relation to location, size, speciality and governance structure. By applying a context coding framework prior to implementation, distinct cultures were also observed (Rogers et al., 2020b). Although one case was described by staff as a traditional hierarchical culture characterised by senior physician control, a more inclusive, multidisciplinary approach was apparent within the other case. Rogers et al. (2020) report further information on the culture of each team throughout implementation. Sampling during observational data collection depended on staff availability (i.e. workload and staffing impacted participation). The purposeful sampling strategy adopted during interviews ensured a broad spectrum of perceptions were achieved from a diverse range of disciplines who had varying levels of engagement throughout the implementation process (Table 2). However, the continuous rotation of junior doctors and multi-task attendants (duties include cleaning, portering and catering services on a ward) resulted in their absence from the interview sample.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Case A (Willow)</th>
<th>Case B (Brickley)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hospital classification</td>
<td>Hospital can provide 24-h acute surgery, acute medicine and critical care</td>
<td>Hospital provides tertiary and supra-regional care in addition to 24-h acute surgery, acute medicine and critical care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location</td>
<td>Rural</td>
<td>Urban</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial and Governance Structure</td>
<td>Statutory hospital–funded and governed by the national government agency, the health service executive (HSE)</td>
<td>Voluntary hospital–acquires greater autonomy as owned by a religious order and subsequently reports to a hospital board rather than the HSE. This hospital type also receives funding from the state</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hospital size</td>
<td>Approximately, 200 bed capacity</td>
<td>Approximately, 600 inpatient bed capacity, 100 day-bed capacity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Team size</td>
<td>$n = 65$</td>
<td>$n = 73$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Team speciality</td>
<td>Surgical</td>
<td>Medical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Team stability</td>
<td>(1) Intern: 3-month rotation (2) Senior house officer: biannual rotation (3) Registrar: biannual/annual rotation (4) Allied health professionals (AHPs): biannual rotation (5) Multi-task attendants: 3-month rotation</td>
<td>(1) Intern: 3-month rotation (2) Senior house officer: biannual rotation (3) Registrar: biannual/annual rotation (4) Junior AHPs: 4-6-month rotation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Team location</td>
<td>Doctors and nurses based on one ward, AHPs move across different units in the hospital</td>
<td>Team divided across two wards located on different levels of the hospital. Nursing staff work permanently one of the wards while doctors and AHPs move between units</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Case characteristics

Case A (Willow): Hierarchical
Case B (Brickley): Collaborative
Theoretical framework

To gain a greater understanding of implementation, it is essential to monitor contextual factors as the data generated are context dependent. However, despite the reported link between context, implementation and intervention effectiveness, context remains a poorly understood and reported construct within implementation science (Dopson and Fitzgerald, 2005; Nilsen, 2015). The Consolidated Framework for Implementation Research (CFIR) is a determinant framework that aids in classifying contextual factors that can influence implementation (Brownson et al., 2012; Tabak et al., 2017; Fernandez et al., 2018). Determinant frameworks “describe general types of determinants {barriers or facilitators} that are hypothesised or have been found to influence implementation outcomes” (Nilsen, 2015). To develop CFIR, Damschroder et al. (2009) consolidated constructs found in 19 published implementation theories, models and frameworks (e.g. Rogers (1995) Diffusion of Innovation Theory, Rycroft-Malone et al.’s (2002) Promoting Action on Research Implementation in Health Services framework) and categorised these constructs into five overarching domains: intervention characteristics, outer setting (system-level contextual determinants), inner setting (organisational-level contextual features), individual characteristics (individual-level contextual factors) and the implementation process. Although CFIR identifies 39 constructs that can influence the introduction of change in routine practice, to understand how these determinants impact implementation success CFIR in this study is used in conjunction with Proctor et al.’s (2011) implementation outcomes. Implementation outcomes are distinct from evidence-based healthcare intervention outcomes and include the concepts of acceptability,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Participant</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Sessions attended</th>
<th>Sample details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Case A (Willow)</td>
<td>Nurse1W</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Sample included registered nurses and clinical nurse managers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nurse2W</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nurse3W</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nurse4W</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Management1W</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Sample incorporated senior managers of the organisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Management2W</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Medic1W</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Sample comprised of senior physicians</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Medic2W</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>(consultants and registrars)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Support Staff1W</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Sample encompassed the views of a healthcare assistant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AHP1W</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Sample contained various disciplines from the field of allied health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AHP2W</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AHP3W</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AHP4W</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nurse1B</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Sample included registered nurses, advanced nurse practitioners and clinical nurse managers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nurse2B</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nurse3B</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nurse4B</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nurse5B</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nurse6B</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Medic1B</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Sample comprised of senior physicians</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Medic2B</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>(consultants and registrars)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Support Staff1B</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Sample encompassed the views of a healthcare assistant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AHP1B</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Sample contained various disciplines from the field of allied health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AHP2B</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AHP3B</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Characteristics of interview participants
adoption, appropriateness, cost, feasibility, fidelity, penetration and sustainability (Proctor et al., 2011). Applying this taxonomy is necessary to understand whether the failure of an intervention is due to an ineffective intervention or whether a potentially effective intervention was deployed incorrectly (Proctor et al., 2011). In this study, the CFIR (Damschroder et al., 2009) and Proctor et al.’s (2011) implementation outcomes guided the design of data collection tools (see below) which assisted with identifying the influence of contextual factors on implementation success. However, this research extends the fields understanding of context. Building on the CFIR and Proctor et al’s (2011) implementation outcomes, this research enables a deeper evaluation of the impact of team-level contextual factors on implementation success.

Data collection

Observations. Between January and November 2018, 31 hours of non-participant observations were completed at monthly preparation meetings and the intervention sessions (Case A = 16, Case B = 15). Handwritten field notes of phrases quotations and key words relating to participant’s conversations, interactions and settings were taken during each observation. Within 24 h of each site visit, these observations were transcribed into detailed accounts to ensure the complete recounting of observed events. These detailed field notes were then inputted into an observation template. This observation template was developed specifically for the needs of this research to evaluate the influence of context on the intervention’s implementation (Appendix 2). This customised template incorporates prompts derived from Merriam’s (1988) observation checklist. Merriam (1988) provides guidance on the process of collecting observational data during case study research. Due to a dearth of standardised templates currently available for observational research, Merriam (1988) presents a useful checklist of broad factors that are likely to exist in any context. Merriam’s (1988) checklist includes questions relating to the setting (physical environment), participants (how many, role descriptions), activities (what is going on) and subtle factors (non-verbal communication, unplanned events). Although these broad factors guided the development of the observation template, to reflect the research aims, these questions were refined and informed by the CFIR (Damschroder et al., 2009) and Proctor et al.’s (2011) implementation outcomes. This approach facilitated a structured approach to data collection. For example, question nine within the observation template asks whether participants were actively engaged in the intervention. Field notes relating to staff engagement were inputted into this section of the observation template. The researchers could subsequently understand whether engagement was influenced by Proctor et al.’s implementation outcome of acceptability (i.e. did staff satisfaction with the intervention influence their participation?) and/or the CFIR construct of compatibility within the inner setting domain (i.e. did the perceived fit of the intervention with staff values influence staff engagement?).

Interviews. Semi-structured interviews were conducted following the implementation of the intervention (February–March 2019). This approach assisted with identifying the dynamic contextual factors influencing implementation from the perspectives of those involved. Theoretical prompts informed by CFIR (Damschroder et al., 2009) and implementation outcomes (Proctor et al., 2011) were included in the topic guide (Appendix 3). In addition to ensuring a consistent analytic framework, the semi-structured interview approach enabled context-sensitive aspects of each case to emerge. One pilot interview was completed which resulted in minimal changes to the structure of the interview schedule. This pilot interview was included in the final data set. In total, 25 MDT members participated ($n = 13$ Case A, $n = 12$ Case B), and interviews ranged in duration from 18–57 min (average 38 min). All interviews were audio-recorded and transcribed verbatim.
Data analysis
Thematic analysis, as outlined by Braun and Clarke (2006), provided the analysis structure. This process involved repeatedly reading data, generating initial codes and developing, refining and naming broader themes. The observational and interview data collected from each team were first coded independently but later converged when developing themes to provide an overall understanding of the interplay between context and implementation within each case of interest. Although the CFIR domains and the implementation outcomes of Proctor et al. (2011) informed data collection, the authors chose not to use this as a framework for coding the data, instead favouring an inductive approach to allow for a broader range of codes to emerge from the data. Rather than employing rapid analysis which summarises data into a visual display, this research adopted an in-depth approach that incorporated line-by-line thematic coding (Gale et al., 2019). This method ensured that the developed themes strongly reflected the data collected rather than simply identifying similarities with established CFIR domains and implementation outcomes. NVivo11 software was used to organise the analysis process. Two researchers double-coded the data. This process challenged researcher assumptions, generating new insights and a more complex understanding of the results (Tracy, 2010). One researcher analysed the complete data set, while another double-coded a random 10% of the transcripts. This process enhanced the credibility and dependability of the findings as a high level of agreement was demonstrated in the researchers’ coding patterns. Additionally, to enhance transparency a reflexive journal was maintained to map the influence of the researcher throughout the evaluation process (i.e. during observation and interview data collection) (Lincoln and Guba, 1985; Stake, 1995; Fossey et al., 2002). Reflexive writing ensured the researcher captured what was going on in the field rather than their emotional reaction to, or interpretation of, what occurred during data collection.

Ethics
Ethics was obtained from the University College Dublin Research Ethics committee (ref: HREC-LS-16–116397) and the participating hospital sites. All participants provided written informed consent during each phase of data collection. To maintain participant anonymity, all potentially identifiable characteristics were removed from each observation and interview transcript. Pseudonyms have also been assigned to both cases to further preserve the anonymity of participants when reporting the results. Willow represents case A, while case B is represented by the pseudonym Brickley (Table 1).

Results
This study defines implementation success as the extent to which the intervention was completed, routinised and integrated in daily practice. During the eleven-month period of implementation, both teams successfully completed the intervention, implementing the required eight intervention components. Despite national emergencies such as the flu outbreak and extreme weather events which obstructed routine service delivery in 2018, each team recorded adequate attendance throughout implementation (average attendance for both cases = 12 participants). Staff utilisation of the intervention led to the integration of several service improvement initiatives in routine practice (Table 3) and sustained behaviour change within the team (e.g. improved interpersonal relationships).

The key themes emerging from the data demonstrate the nature of the relationship between team-level contextual factors and implementation success. These themes are presented below under the headings (1) adapting to the everyday realities, a key determinant for successful implementation and (2) implementation stimulating change in context.
Observation data are represented as Observation X, while interview data are presented as the participant’s job title (e.g. Nurse1). The cases are distinguished using the letters W for Willow and B for Brickley.

Adapting to the everyday realities, a key determinant for successful implementation

Despite the differing characteristics of each case (Table 1), the everyday realities impacting implementation were broadly similar. Everyday realities refer to the dynamic contextual characteristics of both cases. The workload of each team, the continuous rotation of its members, varying shift patterns and inadequate staffing were identified as key contextual factors impacting the implementation of the intervention in both cases.

Everyday team demands: an active challenge when implementing change. Finding the time to participate in the intervention in addition to staff’s busy workload posed a significant challenge for implementing and sustaining the initiative within each MDT. The persistent demands on staff (e.g. high patient turnover, inadequate staffing) impacted the perceived appropriateness of the intervention for some team members. Pressure was a term used by staff to describe the demands of their work and this was exemplified in the observational data. Staff (particularly doctors and allied healthcare professionals (AHPs)) were frequently contacted during each intervention session (Willow = on average 4 bleeps/pager alerts per session, Brickley = on average 1 bleep/pager alert per session). For staff of Willow, the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Team goal</th>
<th>Implementation action</th>
<th>Exemplar quotes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Willow</td>
<td>Improve the number of delayed discharges</td>
<td>Audit and feedback of rounding times</td>
<td>We mentioned about the doctors’ rounds, that was one huge issue...we did a study on the times to see if we could improve things. So I think doctors, they’re doing their rounds more efficiently now...which helps patient flow (Nurse3W)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Improve communication</td>
<td>MDT huddle introduced</td>
<td>the huddle really helps...It’s more effective communication at an appropriate time when people can actually focus and take it all on board (AHP4W)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Improve workflow</td>
<td>Team completed a Lean 5S to organise, clean, develop and sustain a productive work environment</td>
<td>I think things are running a bit, the ward runs smoother (Support staff1W)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brickley</td>
<td>Improve role clarity</td>
<td>Development of poster to distinguish staff uniforms</td>
<td>{patients} might know who the nurse is from the colour of the uniform, but they would not know who anyone else is (Nurse4B)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Improve communication</td>
<td>MDT huddle introduced</td>
<td>The MDT huddle is a small thing but it’s hugely helpful...just allows us to plan a little bit better for our patients... (Medic1B)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Improve patient satisfaction</td>
<td>Development of a patient information leaflet to improve awareness of the team</td>
<td>A lot of patients they’re not really aware of what the {unit} is or anything so a lot of those things {the leaflet} I thought were really positive to kind of come out of it (AHP2B)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Implemented change initiatives from each case
competing demands of the ward required their early departure on occasion (Willow = 6 occurrences during 9 intervention sessions).

Throughout the implementation of the intervention in Brickley, the hospital was in escalation (Observation5B). In the context of this challenging workload, when considering attending the intervention (i.e. team sessions), at times some perceived this commitment as an additional burden. One participant described their thought process when realising an intervention session was planned for that day:

Oh my God, do not tell me I have that to do in the middle of the day along with everything else...the work does not get less (Medic1B)

The staff of Willow considered themselves as “stretched” in their efforts to provide a quality service (Observation14W). One team member suggested that due to their challenging workload, the implementation of the intervention may be perceived as disrupting the workflow of the team, while others suggested that attending the intervention can cause the “pile up of work” (Observation16W). However, in some instances, this demanding context appeared to also enhance the acceptability of the intervention’s implementation among teams. In both cases, many staff associated their enjoyment of the intervention to its originality; working on “something that isn’t just clinical although it has a clinical kind of effect” (AHP1B). However, the ability of team members to engage with the intervention appeared dependent on the nature of their workload. While they expressed a desire to attend, the unpredictable clinical caseload of frontline staff often limited their presence at the intervention as it was “difficult to just drop everything” (Nurse2B) and “easy to be dragged away” from sessions (Medic1B). However, for those in management positions, commitment to the intervention was suggested as “part of their role” (Nurse4W), which facilitated their continued engagement throughout implementation.

I suppose I'm lucky in my role, I always would have planned the sessions or work around the sessions or put sessions around work (Management2W).

In both sites, inadequate staffing levels impacted the engagement of MDT members. To ensure safe patient care, being “tight on the ground” in relation to staffing (Management1W) implied that teams “could not spare people” to attend (AHP1B). Team members from both sites described their frustration with the insufficiency in staffing which was associated with increased workload, “stress” (AHP1W), and “burnout” (Observation13B). This persistent issue likely reduced the perceived appropriateness of the intervention within each case, potentially impacting the feasibility of implementing the initiative among an under-resourced workforce. Additionally, the fluidity of each team in relation to the rotation of staff and their varying shift patterns limited the potential for widespread understanding and acceptability of the intervention across both MDTs. Nurses and senior physicians were considered the “stable” members of Willow (Nurse1W). However, the participants of Brickley reported that staff rotation was common across all professions. Both teams suggested that the intermittent frequency of the sessions (monthly), the varying shift patterns of some disciplines (e.g. night duty, weekends), and the mobility of team members limited staff engagement with the intervention. As a result, some staff were reported as “not {having} a clue what was going on” (Medic1B). This poor understanding influenced staff investment in the intervention with participants suggesting that some attended simply “due to availability” (Observation12W) while others were obligated; “they had to be there, so they were there” (Nurse4B). Therefore, the mobility of staff within healthcare teams impacts the feasibility of sustaining the intervention, as it requires continuous induction and promotion across the MDT.

Supporting change by adapting to local constraints. The influence of these dynamic contextual factors on the intervention’s introduction were reduced to some extent by features of the implementation process. Following the initial implementation phase, the timing of the
intervention changed to coincide with team members’ lunch breaks. Due to the busy context of both sites, some staff disapproved of this decision as they “just want {ed} to have {their} lunch” (AHP3B) and “switch off completely” (Nurse1W). However, for most participants incorporating the intervention into their scheduled break and obtaining a complimentary lunch was considered fundamental for encouraging people to attend. Additionally, the feasibility of implementing the intervention was enhanced due its on-site location. Staff recognised the accessibility of the setting as advantageous in enabling MDT members to leave if they were required on the ward. However, this convenience also facilitated interruptions at both sites (e.g. staff leaving to answer bleeps/pager alerts). Furthermore, due to the dynamics of Brickley (Table 1), the location of the intervention on one ward, impeded the engagement of nursing staff located on the other unit. Staff suggested that nurses are more likely to attend if the initiative is “at a local level” meaning the more visible and proximate the sessions, the more likely staff will attend (Observation14B).

Implementation stimulating change in context
Although the complex characteristics of each team influenced implementation success, the implementation process also altered the context of each team. In addition to the intervention stimulating change, staff in both sites recognised the process of its implementation as influential in enhancing staff camaraderie, role appreciation and job satisfaction within the team.

Socially mediated collaboration as a facilitating force. The process of bringing the MDT together, face to face was considered an unusual but beneficial aspect of the implementation process. Irrespective of the intervention content, staff reported valuing the social aspect of implementation which enhanced the soft skills of communication and collegiality within both MDTs. Although the everyday realities of practice impacted the feasibility of attendance by all staff, for those that could engage, the process of giving each discipline a voice helped to break down “fences” between professions (Medic1W). Staff from each case implied that the unique cross-disciplinary approach to implementation heightened familiarity among staff which enabled the establishment of informal relationships.

There was never the platform {to meet as a MDT} before... actually just sitting around and having a cup of tea and a sandwich with somebody is a nice way to actually get to know people... we’re not just professional silos that we’re people with personalities behind it all (AHP1B).

Bringing the MDT together was predominantly observed positively by participants in both sites. However, for a minority of team members in Willow, the process provoked discomfort. These team members felt “targeted” by other disciplines (AHP3W) due to the deeply ingrained hierarchy evident in this context. To respond to this issue, the intervention was subsequently adapted to include the agreement of ground rules among team members. These ground rules required the removal of professional titles and the use of first names when communicating throughout the intervention’s implementation (Observation6W).

Team reflexivity: a novel experience. Additionally, rather than “slavishly” completing their routine duties, by implementing the intervention during daily practice, the initiative gave the team a “hiatus” to reflect on how they work as a MDT (Medic1B). Providing a “space to stop” (Observation10W) and strategically plan together was considered a novel experience which provided a “bigger picture” view of team and organisational operations (Nurse2W). This broader perspective re-orientated staff to the importance of collaboration. All participants acknowledged an enhanced appreciation for their colleagues as throughout the process the importance of each role was “validate{d}” (AHP3B). Involving multiple professions and devoting time to understand the challenges each discipline encounters was observed as a
“very useful” process (Medic1W). These team reflections were subsequently translated into goals to improve the efficiency of service provision (Table 3).

It just sparks in everyone’s memory like why we are all here and working together at the end of the day...what we’re all working towards (Nurse4B)

*Psychological safety: a prerequisite for change.* Participants attributed their “frank and open” (AHP1B) discussions to the “relaxed environment” created throughout implementation (Nurse3B). Some staff implied that the provision of refreshments during the intervention’s implementation helped establish an informal atmosphere which encouraged team members to “speak freely” (Nurse2W). While several staff considered their familiarity with the location as essential for creating a “comfortable” (Nurse2W), “safe, open” atmosphere (AHP3B). One participant suggested that the neutrality of the location is significant in ensuring the opinions of all staff are respected.

If it’s in a neutral setting, you’re not discussing a patient {where} somebody, maybe a consultant {senior physician} is in charge, so neutral...everybody’s opinion is completely valid (AHP1W)

For a minority of participants in Willow, the confidence to openly discuss their views was dependent on the frequency of their attendance at the intervention. This perception likely reflects the power relations of Willow which perhaps increased staff unease with sharing their opinion during the initial phase of implementation. However, in both cases, when a “safe” (Management2W) atmosphere was created, staff appeared intrinsically motivated to improve practice. Team members reported feeling “able to make a change” (Nurse1B) because “everyone got their chance to have their say” (Support staff1W) and “everyone was treated the same” (AHP4W). Particularly for staff in Willow, this inclusive approach to implementation promoted the value of each team member. Some participants associated this newly recognised worth to enhance job satisfaction.

... if you feel listened to in work...your day is a much nicer day...we are all a chain and no matter how small a link... if that link is broke, it’s all broke. So, we should all feel valued (Nurse2W)

**Discussion**

Using a multiple case study design and a triangulation of qualitative research methods, this study evaluated the relationship between context and implementation and identified the ways in which team-level contextual factors influence change in healthcare practice. Through investigating an underdeveloped area of study, this research exposed the reciprocal relationship between team-level contextual factors and implementation success, revealing how these concepts dynamically interact, respond and mutually evolve. For example, to successfully integrate the intervention into two teams characterised by numerous competing demands, the implementation process required adaptations at a local level (e.g. timing of sessions tailored to fit each context). However, this influence was reciprocal. Determinants relating to implementation (i.e. delivering the intervention face-to-face, during daily practice, in a familiar, neutral location) enhanced the surrounding context of each team, improving interprofessional communication and relationships. For researchers, policymakers and healthcare professionals (HCPs), the results emphasise the importance of appreciating this bidirectional influence when introducing change to ensure the complex relationships between determinants can be better understood. Equally attending to implementation planning and the context will ensure the selection of appropriate implementation strategies, improving the likelihood of successfully implementing intentional change in routine practice.

The findings underscore the active role of context during an intervention’s implementation (Dryden-Palmer et al., 2020). For some HCPs, the everyday demands of
their service impacted the perceived appropriateness of implementation. Brownson et al. (2012) suggest that successful implementation requires the integration of an initiative into a health setting. If this is not achieved, staff often perceive the intervention's implementation as a time limiting burden (Geerligs et al., 2018). In this study, although attempts were made to reduce the burden of implementation (e.g. onsite location of the intervention), the workload and inadequate staffing of each case hindered the collective engagement of all MDT members. Workload and understaffing were intertwined challenges for frontline staff. The workload of each team member and their limited time for implementation were related to staff shortages. Aligned with the extant literature these dynamic determinants were fundamental barriers to the intervention’s adoption (McAteer et al., 2014; Geerligs et al., 2018). Staff frustration with their working conditions has been previously documented within the Irish health system (Health Service Executive, 2018). In a national survey, only 50% of HCPs reported satisfaction with their workload, something which resulted in increased stress for MDT members (Health Service Executive, 2018). The impact of workload and inadequate staffing on the psychological well-being of HCPs has been previously outlined (Gelsema, 2006; Hayes et al., 2017). The findings from this research, however, reveal the impact of these everyday realities on the introduction of change in routine practice. This study reveals how the feasibility of implementing and sustaining change is dependent on the capacity of teams in an overstretched and under-resourced health system.

The stability in the membership of each team also influenced implementation. Similar to previous literature, the high turnover and varying shift patterns of disciplines obstructed the engagement of some staff (Geerligs et al., 2018). However, the intermittent attendance of these mobile team members may also be advantageous to implementation. The mobility of participants and the knowledge they acquired from the intervention during their rotation on Willow or Brickley may have assisted with the intervention’s promotion to other sites across the health system. Therefore, future research should endeavour to follow these transient staff longitudinally to explore whether the mobility of healthcare teams can act as a facilitator to the penetration or spread of knowledge across the wider health service.

Identifying these everyday realities, demonstrates the importance of mapping real-world contexts when introducing change in healthcare practice (Lau et al., 2016; Ellis et al., 2020). Observation remains an underused method in implementation research (Weiner et al., 2011); however, the value of this approach is evident in this study. By mapping the landscapes of settings, observations enable change agents to identify and attend to the capacity and readiness of a context when implementing change (Ellis et al., 2020). Recently, methods have been advanced to support researchers, HCPs and policymakers in obtaining a deeper understanding of context (Rogers et al., 2020b). By attaining this nuanced perception, interventions and implementation strategies can be adapted to promote their receptivity in diverse contexts. As highlighted in this study, flexibility is required to support implementation (e.g. tailoring the time of the intervention to suit staff workload). Historically, deviation from the research protocol was perceived as a threat to implementation fidelity, compromising the effectiveness of the intervention (Bopp et al., 2013; Chambers and Norton, 2016). However, recent literature recognises that although the underlying principles that make the intervention effective require perfect fidelity (core functions), the tailoring of strategies which support each intervention principle (forms) is necessary to improve context fit (Kirk et al., 2019; Perez Jolles et al., 2019). Although identifying these core functions and forms strengthen local implementation, these components are rarely specified by intervention developers (Kirk et al., 2019). Future change agents need to disentangle intervention forms from core functions to support the adaptations necessary to implement change in real-world contexts.
The challenges associated with day-to-day practice also enhanced staff enjoyment of implementation. The intervention’s implementation was described as a novel opportunity to stop and reflect as an MDT. HCPs are predominantly trained intraprofessionally, in discipline specific groups (Baxter and Brumfitt, 2008). McHugh et al. (2020) recently questioned whether team reflexivity is acceptable in varied healthcare environments and requested that future studies acquire a more detailed understanding of how this approach is advantageous in practice. The findings in this study reveal that the unique cross-disciplinary approach heightened staff engagement with the intervention’s implementation. Aligned with previous literature rather than performing their routine tasks in isolation, the dedicated time together enabled both MDTs to set priorities and develop quality improvement initiatives to optimise patient care (Miller et al., 2007; Bååthe and Norbäck, 2013; Gadolin and Andersson, 2017). However, this research also uncovered that the opportunity to collectively reflect heightened camaraderie and staff appreciation across disciplines. Subsequently, these perceived benefits enhanced staff commitment throughout implementation. Although essential activities of implementation have been previously outlined (Damschroder et al., 2009), the originality of an implementation effort has not yet been recognised as an important feature of implementation in the current evidence-base.

Additionally, this study may be of significance to those implementing change as the findings emphasise the importance of socially mediated implementation processes. Previous literature has suggested that social elements of implementation can enhance organisational learning capacity and intervention adoption as the utility of an intervention can be discussed, disputed, and established (Berta et al., 2015; Dryden-Palmer et al., 2020). However, the positive impact of the intervention’s face-to-face implementation took time to emerge in the context of Willow due to the deeply ingrained hierarchy of this team. Following the adaption of the intervention to include ground rules, the inhibiting effects of status differences between disciplines were weakened. Subsequently, all professions appeared empowered to speak up, began questioning current practice and collaborated in the development of service improvement initiatives. Without this psychological safety, recommending suggestions for change, disregarding professional status boundaries or offering feedback would be too risky for some MDT members (Nembhard and Edmondson, 2006). As shown in this study, when a psychologically safe, inclusive environment is created, team members feel valued by their colleagues, intrinsically motivated to make change which enhances their job satisfaction. Therefore, psychological safety appears to be a prerequisite for socially mediated implementation processes. When a safe environment is established the engagement of MDT members is heightened which can lead to improvements within the surrounding context.

While this research offers new insights, it is important to acknowledge some limitations. To assist the reader in determining the applicability of the findings, thick descriptions of both cases are offered. While the generalisability of the findings remains restricted due to the use of two cases, the potential transferability of the results is increased as the everyday pressures appear broadly similar across health systems. Although the data collection tools employed by this research are not validated, they supported an in-depth evaluation of context which was necessary to achieve the objectives of this research. Additionally, maintaining a reflexive journal throughout the evaluation process enhanced the trustworthiness of the findings (Lincoln and Guba, 1985; Stake, 1995; Fossey et al., 2002). Reflexive writing helped enhance the credibility and authenticity of the findings by distinguishing participant voices from that of the researchers (Fossey et al., 2002). Due to the transient nature of membership of healthcare teams, the interview data did not represent the experiences of all MDT members (specifically junior doctors and multi-task attendants were not available for interview). However, a diverse sample of HCPs were recruited, and the triangulation of qualitative research methods employed enabled some of these missing views to be represented within the
Participants did not engage in a formal process of checking the accuracy of the findings. While member checking has been recommended as a technique for heightening credibility (Lincoln and Guba, 1985), the approach can also undermine the trustworthiness of results (Sandelowski, 1993). This research emphasises the dynamic nature of context and demonstrates that with the passage of time the meaning and influence of contextual determinants can change. Therefore, the completed observations and interviews may reflect feelings or opinions participants no longer have or may have forgotten. Consequently, formal member checking could have led to the alteration or retraction of important data, restricting the trustworthiness of the findings. Thus, formal member checking was not employed during the evaluation process.

Despite these limitations, this study has practical implications. This study evaluates an underdeveloped area of study and exposes the ways in which context and implementation interact and mutually evolve. By enhancing understanding of this dynamic interplay and emphasising the need for a flexible approach, change agents can more appropriately plan and tailor their efforts to better harmonise the evidence-based practice, implementation process and context. Attending equally to each aspect with respect to the other two will likely reduce stakeholder burden relating to implementation, aid with preparing context receptivity, and subsequently optimise the possibility for successful change in healthcare practice.

Conclusion
This research employed a multiple case study design and triangulated observation and interview data to evaluate the dynamic relationship between context and implementation and exposed the ways in which these concepts interact, respond and evolve. By outlining the challenges of engaging busy HCPs, the findings demonstrate that mapping the contextual complexity of a site and adapting implementation accordingly is essential to successful implementation. However, implementation was also recognised as altering the surrounding context and stimulating change within both teams. Understanding this reciprocal relationship is fundamental when designing future implementation approaches. Accounting for and attending to these influences will improve the likelihood of translating evidence-based healthcare interventions into routine practice.
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Appendix 1

Researcher reflexivity

The lead author completed each phase of data collection for this research. This researcher is a registered nurse with prior experience working within multidisciplinary healthcare teams. However, the lead author was unfamiliar with the two cases (teams) of study, which heightens their analytical distance from the setting. As qualitative data collection and analysis relies heavily on the researcher’s interpretation of events (Darke et al., 1998), the identity of the lead author has influenced this research. However, how or, to what is difficult to predict. This researcher’s philosophical approach of post-positivism and epistemological position of pragmatism is derived from their previous experience as a registered nurse. This implies that although the researcher understands the importance of the positivist paradigm of evidence-based practice, they also acknowledge that patient health behaviours are often socially or culturally created, requiring a unique approach to care. Pragmatism is not committed to any one system of philosophy which allowed for the use of different methods, assumptions, and alternative forms of data collection to understand the research problem of interest (Creswell, 2014). The implications of the researcher’s epistemological position are evidenced in the theoretical approach adopted by this research. Employing both a determinant framework that aids in classification of contextual factors (i.e. the Consolidated Framework for Implementation Research (Damschroder et al., 2009)) and a framework of implementation outcomes (Proctor et al., 2011) supported the evaluation of the relationship between context and implementation success. To map researcher influence, a reflexive journal was maintained throughout the evaluation process to enhance transparency of the research (Lincoln and Guba, 1985; Fossey et al., 2002). For example, this reflexive journal was updated following each observation session. This allowed the researcher to critically reflect on their initial interpretations of the data without influencing the empirical observational notes. This ensured the researcher captured what was going on in the field rather than their emotional reaction to, or interpretation of, what occurred during the team sessions. To further enhance the trustworthiness of the findings, consultation with the wider research team and regular feedback were additional strategies employed to mitigate researcher impact.
### Observation template

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team:</th>
<th>Time:</th>
<th>Location:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Description of first impressions:**
- **Physical Environment** (size, shape, noise, equipment)
- **Reach** (number, disciplines, first time attendees vs returning)
- **General Context** (e.g., busyness of the ward, priorities to other projects)

**Description of the intervention session:**

1. **What type of atmosphere is there, formal/informal (does this change as the intervention progresses)?**
2. **How was the project/intervention introduced (by facilitator vs researcher)?**
3. **Did the introduction include a summary of what has been achieved so far?**
4. **Who was the facilitator, how did they deliver the intervention (nervous, confident)?**
5. **What were the key intervention events (steps)? Was this delivered as intended?**
6. **Were there any alterations made to the intervention (planned during preparation meeting vs unplanned)? If so, what were they?**
7. **Were there any conflicts? How were they resolved (by team vs researcher support)?**
8. **What were the team outputs?**
9. **Were participants actively engaged (who contributed/didn’t contribute)?**
10. **Did it appear as if participants enjoyed the intervention?**
11. **Did any aspect of the implementation process cause confusion (requiring researcher support)?**
12. **Were there any incentives to attend (e.g., hot food, CPD (Continuing Professional Development) (how many people registered for same))?**
13. **Is it evident that the intervention has been prepared (handouts printed etc.)?**
14. **Was the intervention evaluated? If so, how many took part?**
15. **Was there a debriefing session or follow up session following the intervention to discuss the outcome of the intervention?**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Merriam (1988) broad checklist</th>
<th>Question number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Setting</td>
<td>Preliminary Q</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participants</td>
<td>Preliminary Q</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activities</td>
<td>1-15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subtle factors (e.g. non-verbal communication, unplanned events)</td>
<td>1-15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Implementation Outcomes</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Question Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Acceptability</td>
<td>Satisfaction with the intervention (I like the intervention, it’s appealing, I approve, I welcome it)</td>
<td>1, 9, 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fidelity</td>
<td>Adherence, delivered as intended</td>
<td>2, 4, 5, 6, 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feasibility</td>
<td>Suitability of the intervention for everyday use (the intervention’s implementable, doable, easy to do/use)</td>
<td>8, 13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adoption</td>
<td>Uptake, utilisation</td>
<td>9, 13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appropriateness</td>
<td>Compatibility, relevance (the intervention’s suitable, applicable, a good fit)</td>
<td>4, 8, 9, 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost</td>
<td>Cost of the intervention, the implementation strategy used and location of delivery</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penetration</td>
<td>Reach, level of institutionalisation</td>
<td>Preliminary Question</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sustainability</td>
<td>Maintenance, routinisation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CFIR Domain (Damschroder et al., 2009)</th>
<th>Question Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intervention Characteristics - internally vs externally developed, adaptability, complexity, cost, strength of evidence</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outer Setting - patient’s needs, degree to which the organisation is networked to other organisations, competitive pressure to implement (competing organisation), external incentives (guidelines)</td>
<td>Preliminary Q</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inner Setting - age, maturity, size of the organisation, team stability, communication, culture, readiness for change</td>
<td>1, 7, 9, 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual Characteristics - knowledge and belief about the intervention, belief in own capabilities, personal traits (motivation, values, intellectual ability, tolerance, ambiguity)</td>
<td>4, 10, 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implementation Process - planning and executing the intervention, engaging and involving the appropriate individuals, reflection and evaluation (debriefing)</td>
<td>2, 3, 5, 6, 8, 9, 11, 13, 14, 15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table A1. The association between the observation template questions and Merriam’s (1988) checklist, Proctor et al.’s (2011) implementation outcomes and the CFIR Damschroder et al., 2009
Appendix 3
Interview guide

**Aim:** to understand and identify the contextual factors influencing implementation from the perspectives of those involved.

Introduce self, explain research aims briefly, check interviewee has read the information sheet, answer any questions, ask interviewee to sign consent form and advise they can keep copy of information and/or consent sheets. Request permission to record - explain processes.

**Background questions**

1. Can you tell me a bit about your professional background / time as a X professional?
2. Time in current role / time in current team
3. Can you briefly tell me about your current role and responsibilities in this team (NB the intervention team)?

**Collective leadership intervention implementation**

1. How did you hear about the collective leadership intervention?
2. Thinking back to before the collective leadership intervention began can you remember what you (and/or your team) expected from the team sessions?
3. Were you involved in the team sessions in any capacity (as an organiser/facilitator or attendee)? *Probe: There were 8 sessions; can you remember how many you attended?*
4. What influenced your decision or ability to attend (or not attend) the team session(s)?
5. Can you tell me about the typical attendance levels at the sessions?
   - Did the attendance levels change over time? Why?
   - Do you think there was appropriate attendance from all disciplines? Why/why not?
6. What was your impression of the sessions? *What worked well and what did not work so well? Were the sessions relevant to you? Were the sessions enjoyable to attend?*
7. Do you think that the collective leadership intervention worked for your team? *What makes you say this? Why was this the case do you think? How did the sessions lead to that outcome?*
8. Do you think there has been any change in how the team are working or working together as a result of the collective leadership intervention? *What makes you say that? What has changed or what has been initiated through the team’s involvement in the collective leadership intervention? What impact have these changes had (on staff, patients, team performance)?*
9. If you’re currently working with other teams, have you spread/shared anything you learned through the collective leadership intervention with this team and applied it to your work with other teams or colleagues?
10. Do you think any components of the team sessions that you implemented will be sustained and continued by the team? *Why do you say this? What will the challenges to sustaining this in the team?*
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interview question</th>
<th>Implementation outcome</th>
<th>CFIR domain</th>
<th>CFIR constructs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Inner setting</td>
<td>(1) Networks and communication, (2) Leadership engagement, (3) Access to information and knowledge</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>(1) Appropriateness</td>
<td>Intervention characteristics, Inner setting</td>
<td>(1) Relative advantage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>(1) Acceptability</td>
<td>Inner setting</td>
<td>(1) Relative priority</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>(1) Acceptability</td>
<td>Inner setting</td>
<td>(1) Culture, (2) Leadership engagement, (3) Networks and communication, (4) Organisational incentives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(2) Feasibility</td>
<td>Implementation process</td>
<td>(1) Champions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>(1) Penetration</td>
<td>Intervention characteristics</td>
<td>(1) Relative advantage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>(1) Acceptability</td>
<td>Intervention characteristics</td>
<td>(1) Relative advantage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(2) Appropriateness</td>
<td>Inner setting</td>
<td>(1) Structural characteristics, (2) Available resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(3) Adoption</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(4) Feasibility</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(5) Penetration</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>(1) Penetration</td>
<td>Intervention characteristics, Inner setting</td>
<td>(1) Relative advantage, (1) Structural characteristics, (1) Networks and communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>(1) Penetration</td>
<td>Inner setting</td>
<td>(1) Networks and communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>(1) Sustainability</td>
<td>Inner setting</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table A2. The association between interview questions and Proctor et al.’s (2011) implementation outcomes and the CFIR (Damschroder et al., 2009)